Let X denote the space of all real, bounded double sequences, and let <D, W, r be ,p-functions . Moreover, let %P be an increasing, continuous function for u >_ 0 such that T(0) = 0 .
1. Notation 1.1 . A function cp defined in the interval [0, oo), continuous and nondecreasing for u >_ 0 and such that cp(u) > 0 for u > 0, W(u) -+ oo as u -> oo and cp(0) = 0, is called a cp-function . We will consider three cp-functions (D, cp and I'. Moreover, let ID be a nonnegative, nondecreasing function of u >_ 0 such that T(u) -> 0 as u --> 0+, (see [3] ) .
1.2 . Let X be the space of all real, bounded double sequences . Throughout this pa.per sequences belonging to X will be denoted by x = (t, ) = ((x)N ) or (t W~)w=0 = ((x)w1)Z.=o and Ixl = (Itg.vj), y = (S{w), xP(tPv) for 1p = 1,2, . . . . By a convergent sequence we shall mean a double sequence converging in the sense of Pringsheim . The symbols Xd or X; denote subspaces of the space X such that, for every fixed -i and for every fixed v the sequences (t,,) and (t,j) are nondncreasing or nondecreasing, respectively.
1.3 . Let pw : X --> (0, oo) be a functional generated by the cp-function cp such that for arbitrary x, y E X and a, Q > 0 .
1' Pw( 0) = 0, 1" P,(x) = 0 implies x = 0, T p,(-x) = pw(x), 3' pw(ax + fly) C pw(x) + pw(y), for a + l3 = 1, 3. Completeness of a two-modular space 3.1 . We are now going to investigate the completeness of two-modular space (X(~D, P.) . The theorems on completeness of the spaces Ñ,,, and Xw(T ) with respect to the F-norm 11 -jIp,o or the modular functional Pw have been obtained in [7] (compare also [5] ) . Let us remark that the space X(,p, T) is not complete with respect to H -HP,, and pw, respectively. Indeed, consider the following example .
Let ¿(u) = ¡u¡,~o (u) = jul, IP(u) = u2 and x = (tM,)w-o, xP = (tP v )w=0' Finally, by (+) and (++) we obtain v,¿(i) = v,¿(!) .
3.3. Theorem . Let (P, <p be cp-functions and let T be the functiou defined as in 1 .1 ., which satisifies the condition:
there exists a uo > 0 such thai for every S > 0 there is an r/ > 0 satisfying ¡he inequality T(77U) < 61P(u) for all 0 < u < uo .
Then, the tino-modular space (X (~, ), v~, p""~) is -y-complete .
Proof. Let us suppose that K is a v.¿-ball in Ñ«P, T) and let iP E K for p = 1, 2, . . . , (iP) be a p,-Cauchy sequence . It is easily seen that the sequence (iP) is ¡S,,-convergent to an element i E X,,(xP), (see [7] or compare [5] ). In consequence iP 2+ x, where y = y(v,p, p,o ) . Next, we show that í E K. Taking the sequence (xP), such that xP E iP, xP E XD we may define the sequence (xP). Of course, we have v,D(ko7 P ) < Mo for some positive numbers ko and Mo. If TP = (°p,), then
for all increasing sequences (mp) and (nv ) of positive integers and for p = 1,2, . . . . Since t. v~tp v as p -+ oo for every lí and v, where (tpv) = x, then we easily obtain Lemma.~¿ Proof.. First, let us remark that the condition x E X(4>, T) implies that v,p(Ax) < oo and rsql(w,p(Ax; r, s)) < e for sufficiently small A > 0 and for sufficiently large r and s, where e is an arbitrary positive number . But, an easy computation shows that if the~o-function <¿ is convex then the conditions x E X.¿ and v<p(kx) < oo for some positive constant k are equivalent . Applying this observation and Theorem 1, we conclude that rr,x -x E Ir for all nonnegative integers r and s . In order to get the condition r,,,x -x -4 0 in the sense of modular convergente in Ir, it will be necessary to take r, s + oo, in the inequality (*) . Proof. The condition xP 7+ 0 implies that xP E K, where K is a 'D-ball, with parameters ko, M0, and by Theorem 3 we have ItP 1 < M for all p,, v,p with an M > 0. Choosing u l = 4AM, c = a~, where 0 < A < ko , and applying the inequality (*), we obtain 00 (~-) 1: F(cAI (Trsx'),v -(x')w.1) < bpw(Ax P )u¿(Ax P ) S bMopw(AxP ) .
je, v=o By assumption there exists a A > 0 such that for every e > 0 there is an integer P for which Pw( 2 AiP ) = inf{pw(y) : y E 2AiP} < e for all p > P. In consequence there exist yP E 2AiP, such that (++) P (yP)<eforp>P.
Since and then we have By the inequalities (+-}-) and (-I--f--~) we obtain Pw(AXP) < e for sufficiently large p. Finally, the condition (+) implies that T" XP -x P -f 0 with respect to modular convergente in l r as p -+ oo, uniformly for r, s > 0 .
